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The Esplanade Apartments

Avtas
The process of designing this building was:
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Take the initial design brief for this site as provided by the land owner, and
Assess the site and its characteristics within its statutory planning context, and then
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appropriate design solution.
This statement describes in more detail those processes. It then assesses the building design
submitted for planning approval with respect to the design objectives contained in the Design and
Development Overlay for the site.

The design brief
1.0.1 As is typical for projects of this nature, the initial brief was verbal rather than
written, and subject to continuous change as further design resolution was
achieved and other factors, such as market conditions, changed or were more
fully researched. The statutory background at the time of commencement of
design of this development was the C25 planning amendment proposed by the
City of Port Phillip. During the design process that amendment was considered by
the appointed panel and, subsequently, the Design and Development Overlay for
this site produced. That overlay was a critical influence on the brief.
1.0.2 In essence, the brief has been to design a residential building on the site that
would consist of a podium structure with higher levels located within the body of
the site, and which would incorporate a retail function at the base of the building
facing The Esplanade.
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Based on those assessments and the design brief proposed by the land owner, formulate an
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Design influences
2.1

The development site
2.1.1 The development site is located on the east side of The Esplanade, St Kilda. It is
bounded by The Esplanade to the west, Victoria Street to the south, and
Pollington Street to the east and north. To the north of the development site is the
Esplanade Hotel. Of approximately 2,910m= in area, the site currently has a variety
of existing buildings and open space:
The two storey kitchen wing of the hotel located in the centre of the site
The two storey Baymor Court flats located on the east corner of the site, fronting
Victoria Street, and with garages facing onto Pollington Street.
The single and two storey stables building located in the northern corner of the
site
The single storey bottle shop and associated store located on The Esplanade
south of the Hotel
Located between the bottle shop and Baymor is the beer garden. Between the
stables/ west wing and Baymor are located courtyard spaces.

2.2

Broad context
2.2.1 Prominent because of its location on both a promontory land form and at a high
level overlooking Port Phillip Bay when compared with the generally low-lying bay
surrounds, the development site is situated within the eastern flanking reference
point for city views of the bay. Those views are flanked to the west by the higher
built forms of the Port Melbourne/ Beacon Cove precinct and, within a similar
view cone, the Docklands precinct closer to the city.
2.2.2 Currently that eastern reference point is defined predominantly by the Arrandale
and Bayview apartment blocks flanking the site.
2.2.3 There is the opportunity for the insertion of an appropriately scaled and modelled
building between those two existing buildings which would improve the visual
quality of this locale, and which would therefore act to reduce the visual impact of
those two adjoining buildings.

2.3

Local context
2.3.1 The site is located between two of Melbourne's most popular activity precincts,
Fitzroy Street and Acland Street, and is elevated above the "St Kilda triangle", the
entertainment precinct bounded by Jacka Boulevard, the Upper Esplanade and
Shakespeare Grove. In that triangle are located, amongst other activities, Luna
Park, the Palais, the Sea Baths and the Royal Melbourne Yacht Squadron.
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2.3.2 From its early days significant development on The Esplanade escarpment has
provided a strong visual presence along what is otherwise a flat foreshore.
Together with other buildings on the escarpment the overall urban forms on this
site have been distinctive. The Esplanade precinct anchors and terminates two
important inner Melbourne residential waterfront systems, one extending to the
north to Port Melbourne, and the other to the south to Point Ormond.
2.3.3 The land use along The Esplanade is predominantly residential. The zoning under
the planning scheme of this precinct reflects that residential nature, being a
Residential 1 zone. In this area it can be observed that both the older and more
recent forms of residential development demonstrate a desire to take advantage
of views to the Bay.
2.3.4 The Esplanade Hotel itself has been a part of the Upper Esplanade's residential
character. In its heyday it was one of a number of hotels providing
accommodation for seaside visitors. That role diminished over time with the
growth and expansion of Melbourne.
2.3.5 The Esplanade has also had a long history of public entertainment with noteable
contributors being the former St Moritz ice skating rink and, more recently, the St
Kilda Sunday market. The Esplanade Hotel, too, has traditionally been a popular
place for gathering and socialising.
2.4

Site context
2.4.1 Surrounding land use and activities
2.4.1.1 A strong history of residential use on the site and along The Esplanade,
together with the residential zoning applying to this area, indicates that
the future development should be predominantly residential in nature.
Such a use would be consistent with urban consolidation policy and longstanding local policies relating to land use in the precinct between Fitzroy
Street and Acland Street.
2.4.1.2 The locale's long history as a place of leisure and entertainment, and the
community's attachment to that use, suggests that those activities have a
role in the site's future, particularly given the popularity and cultural
significance of the Esplanade Hotel as an entertainment venue. Such
uses should be appropriately separated and clearly distinguishable from
the residential uses contained on the development site.
2.4.2 Surrounding building form and design
2.4.2.1 The development site is separated from adjoining land uses by Pollington
and Victoria Streets. These streets contain mostly residential land uses of
two primary types- apartments and single housing. At the eastern
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perimeter are detached and attached housing of generally lower scale
and height extending eastwards towards Acland Street. North and south
of the site are higher apartment buildings, Arrandale and Bayview
respectively, which have been desned to maximise views to the
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surrounding areas. While these buildings have exploited their sites' key
attributes of view opportunity, they have made little architectural
contribution to the area. Their size and bulk have significant implications
for the design of any buildings on this site, but their design makes little /
contribution to the character of this locale.
2.4.2.2 The urban context for the development site is represented by an eclectic
collection of buildings which includes the existing Arrandale and Bayview
towers along The Esplanade, and The Esplanade Hotel immediately
adjacent.
2.4.2.3 The built form characteristics are quite different along each boundary.
The Esplanade frontage, to the west of the site, looks out over the St
Kilda foreshore. The initial interface is characterised by the expansive
road reserve, which is defined by drab footpaths and an absence of street
planting, and which then drops precipitously down to the Jacka
Boulevard, which is at a lower level. In that location are situated such
different building types as the Royal Melbourne Yacht Squadron, and the
Sea Baths. Unlike the orthogonal nature of the streets along the other
frontages of the site, The Esplanade curves past the site at an angle to
the prevailing axis of buildings and side streets.
Victoria Street, to the south of the site, has very different built form
characteristics at its western end when compared with those at the
eastern end of the site. At the western end sits the large multi-storey
orthogonal form of Bayview Apartments, while at the eastern end are
single and two storey houses. Between those sites the external carpark
of Bayview with its high, plain wall along Victoria Street.
2.4.2.5 In a similar manner, Pollington Street changes character significantly as it
steps its way around the site from The Esplanade to Victoria Street. At its
intersection with The Esplanade site there sits another large, multi-storey
orthogonal apartment building, Arrandale. Behind that is the external
garden and pavilion for that apartment block, set apart from the street by
a high wall. On the opposite side of Pillington Street is the Victroain boom
era Esplanade Hotel. To the east of the site, by comparison, are large
single houses on relatively large allotments.
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2.4.3 Carparking and access
2.4.3.1 Any new development of the site will generate demand for carparking.
Carparking associated with the residential development should be
contained within the interior of the site.
2.4.3.2 The site offers different options for vehicular access. A key design
criterion, however, is to develop a proposal which provides vehicular
access and egress in a way which does not place an unacceptable load
on the surrounding minor residential street network.
2.4.3.3 It would not be appropriate to provide such access and egress from The
Esplanade, as that would interrupt the congruity and flow of peopleoriented activities most appropriately located at street level.
Nevertheless, the traffic should be concentrated near The Esplanade (a
wide road with good capacity) by locating access and egress in
Pollington Street (north) and Victoria Street close to The Esplanade.
2.4.4 Urban contribution of Baymor
2.4.4.1 The existing building of Baymor is recognised in the Design and
Development Overlay as being a contributor to the built form of the
streetscape. Those characteristics could be described as essentially
being related to its visual identity: the strong wall planes abutting the
public domain of the footpath, together with the textural quality of that
wall; the variety of window openings; the profile of the pediments and the
reading of the balcony balustrades.
2.4.5 Esplanade Hotel as cultural icon and noise generator
2.4.5.1 Existing to the north of the development site is the Esplanade Hotel. That
building, and the uses of the building, are recognised in the planning
scheme as having cultural significance. The design of any new
development must ensure that the cultural significance of the hotel is not
compromised. Additionally, the design of any new development should
recognise that the Espy, through its use, is a generator of noise which will
have an impact on the design of the proposed building.
2.5

Circulation and access
2.5.1 The road and street network around the development site is generally well
developed. The Esplanade has good carrying capacity, and leads to the main
carriageway of Beaconsfield Parade to the north, and Marine Parade to the south.
The other streets surrounding the site are, by comparison, minor roads. As a
result of the popularity of this precinct as a tourist destination, traffic numbers can
fluctuate during the week and seasonally, placing pressures on the area.
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Design response
3.0.1 The logic of the proposed building design is derived from our assessment of the
design influences acting on the site within its locale, precinct and the broader
urban environment.
3.0.2 The proposed development on this highly visible site is intended to be a built
insertion into a polyglot environment,t works successfully at four levels: as an
overall form at the larger urban scale, as a development that enhances its
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precinct, as a good neighbour to its surroundings, and as a development that is
respectful of cultural associations with its site.
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3.0.3 We have proposed building forms that respond to the topographical richness of
the locale, and bolster the distant reading of that richness of the promontory form
of the site. Those building forms act will as an infill between the adjoining
Arrandale and Bayview buildings. The proposed building form will be articulated in
such a manner as to reduce visual bulk and to provide enlivened silhouettes.
3.0.4 We have proposed a building design that will actively enhance the
neighbourhood, with an emphasis on improving the built condition and use of this
site while seeking to minimise overshadowing of The Esplanade, the foreshore
and Alfred Square throughout most of the year.
3.0.5 We have aimed to reveal The Esplanade Hotel as a heritage building contained
within the living and changing urban fabric. The process of revealing that building
will occur by allowing the form and detail of the front of the building to be read
from distant as well as nearby vantage points through an appropriate peeling
back of the forms of the newer proposed building.
3.0.6 The building forms will allow an appropriate and simple reading of the silhouette
of the Esplanade Hotel through appropriate horizontal and vertical transitions.
3.1

Summary of proposed development
Basement level
Carpark/ services/ storage
Ground level (Level 0)

Retail
Carpark/ services/ storage

Level 1

Loft 1 bedroom apartments
Loft 1 bedroom townhouses
2 bedroom town houses
3 bedroom townhouses

Level 2

2 bedroom apartment
1 bedroom apartment

214 m,

5
9
4
2
20
1
1
2
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2.5.2 Pedestrian access along the Upper esplanade is good. However, there are few
defined opportunities to cross the road for access between the foreshore and the
residential areas of St Kilda Hill, which would have the effect of reducing the
amount of pedestrian traffic walking along The Esplanade in the location of the
site.
2.6

Views to and from the site
2.6.1 The development site and its position in the arc of the Upper Esplanade means
that it is a focus of many significant views. The hotel is visible in the southern
approach to St Kilda along Marine Parade and Jacka Boulevard, and in the
northern approach from Catani Gardens. It is prominent in views from the St Kilda
pier and from Hobson's Bay and Williamstown.
2.6.2 From the western edge of the site, expansive views of Port Phillip Bay are
available. From the eastern edge of the site, glimpses to the bay are visible from
both Pollington Street and Victoria street when travelling down the hill in a southwesterly direction.

2.7

Climatic factors, open Space and vegetation
2.7.1 The development site's elevated position exposes it to northerly winds in summer
and cool southerly winds off the bay in winter, as well as to afternoon sea
breezes. The southerly winds with their salt spray restricts plant species and
growing conditions along the Upper Esplanade.
2.7.2 The site enjoys outlook and access to key public open spaces including Alfred
Square to the south-east, the Catani Gardens to the north-west, and the St Kilda
foreshore to the south, all of which contain the distinctive Canary Island palms.

2.8

Planning controls
2.8.1 Within the hierarchy of planning controls for the site, that with the most detailed
implications for the design of buildings on this site is the Design and Development
Overlay. That overlay describes a series of objectives, of both a broad and
detailed nature. Those objectives will be described in more detail later in this
statement, when the proposed building design will be compared with the
outcomes intended by the DDO.
2.8.2 Additionally, the Design and Development Overlay describes volumetric controls
for any building. That, too, will be described in greater detail further on, when we
compare the volume proposed with the volume prescribed.
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Level 3

2 bedroom plus study apartment
2 bedroom apartment
1 bedroom plus study apartment
1 bedroom apartment

1
2
6
4
13

Levels 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

2 bedroom plus study apartment
2 bedroom apartment
1 bedroom plus study apartment
1 bedroom apartment

4
1
5
2
60

Level 9

4 bedroom plus study apartment

2
2
97

3.2

Design response to the urban scale and character
3.2.1 As noted previously the site is ideally placed to bolster the reading of this locale
as the eastern reference point to frame city views of the Bay, a role currently
performed by the Arrandale and Bayview buildings. The development is intended
to complete the gap in the St Kilda skyline between the two adjoining towers, and
to assist in re-establishing the importance of the St Kilda Hill as a defined bayside
focal point.
3.2.2 The proposed development achieves this by inserting a vibrant building form
displaying a weave of light, sculptural forms in contrast to the orthogonal and
rigid tower forms of Arrandale and Bayview. The proposed building facades
responds to the influence of The Esplanade alignment, view opportunities and
differing aspects. Those conditions allow a variety of readings of the building from
different vantage points.

3.3

Design response to the precinctual scale and character
3.3.1 The development is intended to be primarily residential in nature, with a small
retail component on The Esplanade. The proposed uses are consistent with the
predominant useage in this precinct and the planning scheme zoning.
3.3.2 The built form of the precinct is characterised by an eclectic mix of buildings
which help provide St Kilda with its physical identity. As a result there is no
predominant physical reference which should be adopted. In this location that
situation is exacerbated by the dominance of the immediately adjoining monolithic
Arrandale and Bayview towers. When considering that dominance, and taking into
account the influence of the boom period Esplanade Hotel, acting in concert with
other nearby iconic forms such as the Sea Baths, Luna Park and the Palais, it can
be seen that there can be no single point of reference.
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3.3.3 Instead, the proposed development takes its cues from an understanding of the
design influences arising from the characteristics of its particular site and its
surrounds, the intended use of the buildings and environmental considerations,
but places the outcome firmly in the rich, vibrant St Kilda tradition.
6()h
,1

3.4

Design response to the local scale and character
3.4.1 The detailed design of the buildings is a direct response to the particular nature of
the site, the differing character of each of the local areas bounding the site, the
buildings existing around the site, and the living patterns associated with those,
view opportunities to and from the site, the influence of the Esplanade Hotel and
Baymor, and the relevant planning controls. Those differing local areas can be
described as The Esplanade foreshore precinct, dominated by the Esplanade
Hotel and the Upper Esplanade, the Victoria Street precinct, influenced heavily by
the Bayview apartment tower to the west, the Pollington Street (east) precinct,
characterised by single residences, and the Pollington Street (north) precinct,
dominated by the Arrandale apartment tower and the Esplanade Hotel and its
west wing.
3.4.2 Each street alignment of the development is therefore a response to those local
area characteristics within which it is located. By contrast, the upper levels of the
development, contained within the site, respond to view opportunities and the
influence of the sweep of The Esplanade on the surrounding urban form, and
create an elegant insertion into the neighbourhood.
3.4.3 The Esplanade podium is that part of the development closest to the public
domain of The Esplanade and the foreshore. Here the height of the podium is
intended to be slightly lower than that of the eaves line of the western face of the
Esplanade Hotel, so as to reinforce the built primacy of that building. A small retail
function, intended to complement the uses of the Esplanade Hotel, is situated at
the base, thereby providing active use to The Esplanade. Above the retail, but still
within the podium form, is two-level residential accommodation The proposed
podium is composed of strong sculptural forms which are intended to
complement the built form of the Espy. Where the Esplanade Hotel is
characterised by punched windows openings in massive walls, the proposed
podium is lighter, and frames broader areas of glazing with sculptural forms. This
elevation of the building is composed into two main horizontal bands: the cafe
level, and the loft apartment levels above. Taken together these form the base in
the tripartite arrangement of café, podium and upper levels. That base creates a
procession of texture and materiality from the public realm to the private
residences. The form of the podium responds to the need for the building to
visually turn the corner into Victoria Street. At this very important street interface
to the building there is a careful consideration of transition from the public realm
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of the footpath to the face of the building, and of richness of materiality and
texture.
3.4.4 A vertical transitional space is inserted between this podium and the Esplanade
Hotel. That transition is intended to reveal the site face of the older building so as
to provide a reading of that building three dimensionally within its surroundings.
Within that transitional zone is located the café entry.
3.4.5 Pollington Street (east) is characterised by large single residences. As an
appropriate response the development bounds this street with two-storey
townhouses. The scale and rhythm of those townhouses respond to the domestic
nature of this area. Each of the townhouses has its address from the street,
thereby resulting in a pattern of residential useage consistent with and
complementary to that already existing in Pollington Street.
3.4.6 Those townhouses form the corner of Pollington Street (east) with Pollington
Street (west). On Pollington Street (north) the townhouses engage with the
Esplanade Hotel west wing at a similar height, thereby enriching that corner. The
entry to the ground level carpark off Pollington Street acts as a reveal between
the west wing and the new townhouses.
3.4.7 At the corner of Victoria Street and Pollington Street a richer expression of the
townhouse type is provided to reflect without mimicry the contribution made by
Baymor to the streetscape. It does so providing a building of zero frontage
setback and two storey height.

4.44- AAA ??
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3.4.8 At the west end of Victoria Street, opposite the Bayview tower and its open car
park, a podium level built form is intended. That form is a continuation of the
podium form proposed for The Esplanade. An important difference, however, is
that here the loft apartments of the Esplanade frontage are transformed into loft
townhouses, with entries from Victoria Street. As a result there will be a
significant activation of this frontage of the development. Those entries are
afforded privacy through a series of walls which provide a transition between
public and private space.
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3.4.9 Located above these podium structures is the upper portion of the development.
As described earlier the key influences on the approach to the design of this part
of the building are the responses to the urban characteristics described earlier.
3.4.10 Accordingly the building describes a sinuous curved form across the site. That
building form has distinct advantages. It reduces overshadowing by curving away
from the Victoria Street and Esplanade frontages. Additionally, the curved form
reduces visual bulk of the building.
3.4.11 There are two main faces to the upper levels: the sea-side, facing north-west, and
the land-side, facing south-east. Each of those faces has different built form
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characteristics, in response to view opportunities, proposed internal planning,
consideration of neighbours and environmental considerations. Those differences
provide a much richer building reading than would the uniform approach
characterised by the adjoining Arrandale and Bayview towers. The simple strong
sinuous linear balcony forms of the sea face provide an expression appropriate to
this marine location, and give a relatively simple backdrop to the more complex
horizontal/ vertical/ sloped forms of the silhouette of the Esplanade Hotel roof.
Balcony ends as they extend past the glazing line on the south-west corner of the
upper levels provide visual interest and act to key into the strong modelling of
Bayview Apartments in this location. In a similar manner, the balcony ends as they
extend past the glazing line on the north-east corner of the upper levels act to
diffuse the otherwise strong vertical line of the building corner, and therefore
reduce the visual scale of the building.
3.4.12 The land-side is more sedate, and is composed of a a variety of building elements
V*•-•

\..

of a finer grain intended to enliven this façade between the vibrant ends of the
---____,===.
building. The curved form of the south-east face assists in enlivening the building I
form, and limits overshadow impacts and visual bulk to houses in Victoria Street.
The non-orthogonal form of the building serves to moderate the apparent scale,
especially as one moves around the site.

3.5

Demolition of existing buildings
3.5.1 It is proposed to demolish all building on the development site.
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Assessment of design response with respect to Design and development overlay
design objectives
4.1

To recognise the central local landmark value of the Esplanade Hotel and secure its
pre-eminent place among the landmark buildings of The Esplanade.
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4.1.1 This objective is achieved through the creation of subordinate scale of the
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proposed adjacent podium, the complementary and respectful nature of the
proposed adjacent built form, and the creation of an explicit transition between

old and new which enables a three-dimensional reading of the Esplanade Hotel at
The Esplanade.
4.1.2 That objective is also achieved through the clear subordination of the form of the
upper levels to that of the Esplanade Hotel as they curve back behind the hotel,
and through the simplification of the building elements of the upper levels so as to
allow the silhouette of the Esplanade Hotel to be read.
4.2

✓

To recognise and enhance the experience of The Esplanade as a pedestrian and
vehicular promenade.
4.2.1 This objective is achieved at the street level through the creation of a rich
pedestrian experience along The Esplanade: a series of transitions from the
public zone of the footpath to café deck through transparency of café, up to

Coo
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transparency of podium loft apartments and then back to upper levels is intended,
so as to provide an excellent built form backdrop and encouragement to street
level activities.

4.2.2 The promenade and the public domain is enhanced through the activation of this
location and the articulation of the building form.
4.3

To respond to the character and amenity of the local residential area.
4.3.1 That character and that amenity has different expressions in precincts
surrounding the site. To the north and south of the site rise large apartment ✓
blocks surrounded by open spaces. To the east lies the beginning of a residential
precinct that stretches east to Acland Street. To attempt to provide a uniform
response to those very different characters would not be an appropriate

V

approach.
4.3.2 Instead we have looked to produce building form in Victoria and Pollington
Streets, especially at the podium level, which provides a scale and grain that
reflects a residential scale and, importantly, have created an approach to entry of7
\
those buildings which reflects that of the adjoining houses.
4.3.3 At the west end of Victoria Street, opposite the Bayview tower and its open car
park, a podium level built form is intended. That form is a continuation of the
podium form proposed for The Esplanade. An important difference, however, is
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that here the loft apartments of the Esplanade frontage are transformed into loft
townhouses, with entries from Victoria Street. As a result there will be a
significant activation of this frontage of the development. Those entries are
afforded privacy through a series of walls which provide a transition between
public and private space. Above this podium, and set further back, are the upper
levels, which commence to curve away from Victoria Street.
4.3.4 Closer to the intersection with Pollington Street the expression changes in

t..ieftc._ 12601— wrolksz.

response to the changing nature of the adjoining buildings, and as a response to
the urban contribution
forms. As the site then ten

o more textural, finer grained and sculptural
orth along Pollington Street, the building forms

become more horizontal in expression, responding to the character of the freestanding houses in Pollington Street.

4.4

To encourage a built form that responds to the site's development potential to provide
some higher density residential accommodation.
4.4.1 That objective is achieved through the provision of higher density upper level
apartment accommodation in the centre of the site over perimeter housing.

4.5

To ensure that new development is highly articulated and modulated within the height
and setback controls.
4.5.1 That articulation and modulation takes different forms in different locations, as a
response to the conditions pertaining to each location. Thus the upper levels have
different form and modulation from the podium elements, which respond in turn
to the varying surrounding conditions.
4.5.2 The upper levels have two different expressions. In general terms, the sea face is
seen from a greater distance than land face, and is therefore is provided with
simpler, sculptural modulation. The land face is observed from closer distances,
and is therefore provided with smaller-scale modulation held within an overall
scale articulation.

4.6

To ensure that scale and massing at street interfaces acknowledges and mediates the
surrounding built form.
4.6.1 To the west of the site the prime influences are the large apartment blocks of
Arrandale and Bayview, on opposite sides of the site, together with the Espy. To
the east of the site the smaller scale residential precinct is the primary influence.
4.6.2 The podium at The Esplanade acknowledges and defers to the scale of the Espy.
4.6.3 The loft townhouses along Victoria Street provide an appropriate residential scale.
4.6.4 The townhouse form along Pollington Street acts as transition to higher levels
behind. Those upper levels approach that boundary, but do so in a building form
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that is receding from the street alignment, allowing the podium to act as the
dominant mediating form.
4.6.5 The townhouse and vehicle entry in Pollington Street (north) are similar scale to
the west wing of the Espy.
4.7

To ensure that there is an appropriate transition in building scale between the
perimeter and core areas of the site.
4.7.1 The perimeter of the development is provided with podium scale housing which
creates the required transition to the upper levels of the development. That
transition is not intended to hide the upper levels; rather it is intended to achieve a
visual integration of the upper and lower levels so that a residential scale is
understood and observed to exist along the street frontages.

4.8

To ensure that new development will positively contribute to the diversity of the built
form of The Esplanade.
4.8.1 The built form expression of the podium expression is complementary to the
Esplanade Hotel and different from that of the lower levels of Arrandale and
Bayview. The podium/ upper levels relationship is quite different from the
extruded tower approach of both of the adjoining apartment blocks.

4.9

To ensure that new development responds to (and does not dominate) other built form
elements along The Esplanade.
4.9.1 The physical size of the podium next to the Esplanade Hotel is smaller, allowing
the Esplanade Hotel to read as the dominant element at street level. The physical
expression of the podium is lighter and more transparent than that of the Espy,
allowing the more massive construction of that building to be predominant.
4.9.2 The upper levels are of a lesser height than Arrandale, and provide a transition
down to Bayview. Because of the curvilinear form of the upper levels, the form is
less dominating than that of the adjoining box-like apartment buildings.

4.10 To ensure new development is of a height that consolidates the predominant massing
and skyline profile of The Esplanade and St Kilda Hill as seen from relevant vantage
points.
4.10.1 The upper levels of the proposed development will act as an infill between
Arrandale and Bayview. Those two buildings provide the dominant reading of this
locale, and mark the location of The Esplanade. The proposed building will
therefore assist to reinforce this predominant reading. The proposed
development will therefore also assist in reinforcing this locale as the promontory
of the St Kilda Hill.
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4.11 To ensure that new development protects and positively responds to the character
and amenity of the St Kilda foreshore.
4.11.1 The vibrant forms and articulation of the proposed development fall squarely into
the rich St Kilda tradition, thereby enhancing and reinforcing the character of the
St Kilda foreshore. The proposed uses and built form will create a positive
influence on the amenity of the foreshore.
4.12 To ensure that the location and design of new development take into account the
following:
The legibility of the façade and main section of the Esplanade Hotel from:
St Kilda Pier and foreshore area between the Pier and The Esplanade; and
The Esplanade (including the north-east corner of the intersection of Pollington Street
and The Esplanade).
4.12.1 The simple linear and sinuous forms of the sea face of the upper levels provide a
composed backdrop to the more orthogonal but complex facade of the
Esplanade Hotel from those vantage points.
The view along Victoria Street and Pollington Street south-west towards Port Phillip
Bay.
4.12.2 In a similar manner to the current situation, the views along Victoria Street and
Pollington Street towards the sea will be framed, but not interrupted, by the
proposed development and adjoining existing buildings.
The view to The Esplanade and St Kilda Hill from St Kilda Pier and the foreshore.
4.12.3 The relationship of the Esplanade Hotel and the proposed development becomes
a harmonious composition of complex and simple, orthogonal and linear, mass
and transparency.
4.13 To take into account and enhance the view to the hotel from the south-east corner of
the intersection of Victoria Street and The Esplanade.
4.13.1 Podium is lesser height than the Espy, and pulls back to provide a three
dimensional view of the Espy. The ground level deck and timber pergola over
provide an ascending height transition to the lower and upper built form of the
Espy.
4.14 To ensure that any new development on the south-east corner of the site has regard to
the urban design contribution made by the Baymor flats building to the built form and
streetscape of Victoria Street and Pollington Street.
4.14.1 As noted above the urban contribution relates to the dominant presence of the
zero setback of the building abutting the footpath, and the generally two storey
form.
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4.14.2 The proposed development looks to replace Baymor with new buildings. Those
new buildings do not, however, seek to replicate that building form, nor to impose
the building forms used elsewhere. Instead the buildings proposed in this location
reflect the significance of Baymor through the characteristics of the zero frontage
and two storey form.
4.14.3 The quality of texture and interrelationship of form is heightened in this location,
and is explicitly redolent of art-based imagery through the subsuming of
functional aspects within that enclosure.
4.15 To ensure that the reasonable access, operational and service needs of the Esplanade
Hotel are appropriately addressed such that the cultural significance of the hotel is not
compromised.
4.15.1 The proposed development provides compatible functions adjacent the
Esplanade Hotel at ground level. Loading facilities and stores are provided within
the development for the use of the Esplanade Hotel. The implications of the noisegenerating use of the Esplanade Hotel has been and will be a significant factor to
be taken into account in the design of the facade construction of the proposed
development. The loft apartments closer to the ground level adjacent the
Esplanade Hotel are being designed and marketed to appeal to those who will
enjoy that level of public interaction.
4.16 To ensure that development does not overshadow the foreshore in midwinter, and that
it minimises overshadowing of The Esplanade and Alfred Square Gardens in
midwinter.
4.16.1 See "overshadowing" below.
4.17 To ensure buildings do not unreasonably overshadow private open space of
neighbouring residential properties.
4.17.1 See "overshadowing" below.
4.18 To ensure that new development exhibits design excellence.
4.18.1 The design excellence of the building will be a result of the process undertaken
for the design of the building, as described earlier. Therefore that design
excellence will result from the appropriate fit of the development into its
neighbourhood, and from its consideration of materiality and texture, articulation
and grain. That design excellence will be exhibited in the way the building design
promotes human interaction and engagement at the street, and in the way the
design creates appropriate backdrops to that activity.
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4.19 Height
A permit cannot be granted for buildings and works exceeding the maximum height
specified in the plan forming part of this clause other than:
Architectural features such as domes, towers, masts and building services may
exceed the maximum height by up to 4 metres providing they do not exceed 10% of the
gross floor area of the top building level; and/or
Minor buildings and works, such as architectural features, balconies, shelters,
sunshades, artworks, street furniture and fences may be constructed at a height
greater than the height specified in the plan forming part of this clause.
The proposed building accords with this objective. The height of the upper levels falls
within the heights prescribed. Additionally, some of the podium heights are well within
the limits.
4.20 Setbacks
A permit may be granted for minor buildings and works, to vary the setback distance
from the boundary specified in the plan, where it can be demonstrated to the
satisfaction of the responsible authority that the variation will achieve the design
objectives. Balconies may be permitted within the setback provided they comprise
minor building elements, contribute to the overall design of the building and do not
contribute to the overall bulk of the building.
4.20.1 The building façade line falls within the allowable envelope, and indeed sets back
significantly in many locations. In places, balconies extend beyond that envelope
line Those balconies act to heighten the articulation and modulation of the
building facades. Additionally, their inclusion acts to reduce rather than increase
the overall bulk of the building by providing a smaller-scale articulation and of the
fa9ade.
4.21 Overshadowing
4.22 All buildings and works shall be designed to:
4.23 Ensure that there is no overshadowing beyond the kerbline on the southern side of
Jacka Boulevard road reserve adjoining the Port Phillip Bay foreshore between the
hours of 10.00 A.M. and 4.00 P.M. on 22nd June.
4.23.1 The proposed development accords with this proposed outcome, with the
exception of a small period of time in mid-winter where the top-most floor of the
building shades the Jacka Boulevard footpath in mid-winter. That shading occurs
for a period of approximately seven minutes after 10.00am in mid-winter. That
shading occurs adjacent the carpark for the Sea Baths building. We believe that
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this additional shadow cast is so insignificant that the proposed building design
accords with the spirit of this objective.
4.24 Minimise shadows beyond the western kerbline of The Esplanade between the hours
of 10:00 AM and 4:00 PM on 22nd June.
4.24.1 The building form and location assists to minimise those shadows, by reducing
the profile to The Esplanade, and by siting the building so that the shadows cast
by the proposed development are generally subsumed within those already cast
by the existing Bayview apartment building.
4.25 Not unreasonably overshadow the Alfred Square Gardens having regard to the extent
of sunlight which would continue to be available during the 6 hour period between
10.00 A.M. and 4.00 P.M. on 22nd June.
4.25.1 The additional shadow cast by the proposed development in Alfred Square is not
unreasonable The majority of the additional shadow falls in the later hours of the
afternoon, at a time when the influence of the sun is already weakened by its low
elevation. That additional shadow, when taken in addition to the shadow created
by existing buildings and planting, still leaves significant areas of the park
receiving sunlight
4.26 Volumetric Controls
A permit cannot be granted for buildings or works:
With a building volume for that part of the building above RL 20.50 (being the gross
floor area for that part of the building above RL 20.50 and within the overall RL 41.00
envelope, multiplied by the height of that part of the building above RL 20.50)
exceeding 26,445 m3; or with a gross floor area exceeding 55 m2 for each level of the
building above RL 20.50 and within that part of the RL 41.00 envelope shown hatched.
For the purpose of this schedule the space occupied by architectural features,
balconies, roof plant, other external building services and other minor buildings and
works is to be excluded in the calculation of a building volume to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority.
4.26.1 The proposed development accords with those prescriptions, creating a total
volume calculated in accordance with the above prescription of 24,016m'.
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